**Festival 2014: running order**

Come and join us between 23 and 25 June 2014 from 10am till 8pm in the *Science in the City* area. The venue is in 'ENGAGE' District, *Laboratorie stage* at the ESOF2014 Carlsberg Area.

**Monday 23 June**

10.00am THE TUMMY; OUR SECOND BRAIN, ARTE and Scientifilms, France/Germany (55 mins)
11.00am SCIENCE SQUAD (series 2), Programme 2 RTE Ireland (24 mins)
11.25 to 11.40 COFFEE BREAK
11.40am THE GENIUS OF MARIE CURIE, BBC UK (1 hr)
12.42pm DANGEROUS SELF-EXPERIMENT GALILEO, series Prosieben/Sat1 Germany (20 mins)
13.02pm LUNCH BREAK
14.00pm THE MYSTERY OF DARK MATTER, ARTE France/Germany (55 mins)
15.00pm PAIN, Episode of Pain, Pus and Poison BBC, UK (1 hr)
16.00pm COFFEE BREAK
16.15pm UNNATURAL SELECTION Terra, Mater for SERVUS TV, Austria (54 mins)
17.10pm METEOR STRIKE, Pioneer Productions for CHANNEL 4, UK (47 mins)
18.00pm YOUNG MIND IN PAIN, WDR, Germany (52 mins)
18.55pm TAMING THE QUANTUM WORLD, DRTV, Denmark (47 mins)
19.45pm MATIERE GRISE, Series Episode on Autism, Belgium (14 mins)
CLOSE 19.59

**Tuesday 24 June**

10.00am FRANCOISE BARRE-SINOUSI: A PRIZE FOR LIFE, FROGGIES MEDIA FOR FRANCE 5, France (52 mins)
10.55am MADAGASCAR; BEYOND AFRICA, From series “Fascinating Earth”, ZDF, Germany (43 mins)
11.40am COFFEE BREAK
11.55am PRECISION: Episode 1: The Measure of all Things BBC, UK (1 hr)
13.00pm LUNCH BREAK

2.00pm KEYNOTE + PANEL-LED Discussion

Climate Change and the Key Role of the TV/AV Media
• Chair: Jens Degett, Science Journalist and Communicator
• Keynote:
• Prof. Dorthe Dahl-Jensen Niels, Bohn Institute, Ice and Climate, University of Copenhagen
• Speakers, with the keynote joining the panel, include:

Lars Becker-Larsen, TV Producer, Denmark
Susanne Pedersen, Director EIT Climate-KIC Nordic, Technical

15.00pm OF CONQUERING SPECIES; THERE IS NO RANDOMNESS, FRANCE 5 KCRAFT&CO + France Television, France (52 mins)
15.55pm HOW DOES IT WORK – MICROWAVE, TVP2, Poland (25 mins)
16.20pm COFFEE BREAK
16.35pm The NEW MEDIA Session (2hr 26 minutes) including interactive (end 19.01pm; more details of productions available shortly)
19.02pm SHOWDOWN ON SUPERBRAINS GALILEO, Series Prosieben Sat1, Germany (55 mins)
19.57pm CLOSE

Wednesday 25 June
10.00am BETWEEN MARS AND SVALBARD, RTP2, Portugal (53 mins)
10.55am 2.BAYERN: IM SUDEN (BAVARIA; THE SOUTH), Bayerische Rundfunk/ARD, Germany (44 mins)
11.40am COFFEE BREAK
11.55am THIS IS MATHEMATICS, Programme 1 Sic Noticias, Portugal (9 mins)
12.05pm MARIA (Sklodowska/Curie) TVP2, Poland (57 mins)
13.02pm LUNCH BREAK

14.00pm KEYNOTE + PANEL-LED Discussion

New Challenges for the Urban Environment
• Chair: Andrew Millington, Festival Director
• Keynote: Prof. Denise Pumain, Department of Geography, University of Paris 1, Pantheon-Sorbonne
• **Speakers**, with the keynote joining the panel, include:

Prof Michael Havbro Faber, *Head of Civil Engineering, Technical University of Denmark*

Jose Vitor Malheiros, *Science Journalist and Communicator, Lisbon*

Helen Bjerre Nielsen, *Head of Environment Programme, THE VELUX FOUNDATIONS, Denmark*

**14.55pm** DARA O’BRIAIN’s SCIENCE CLUB, BBC UK, Episode 2: Adventures in Time (1 hour)

**15.55pm** COFFEE BREAK

**16.10pm** NOBEL’S TESTAMENT, ARD/Das Erste, Germany (1 hr 30 mins)

**17.45pm** IN VITRO MEAT, ARTE/Galaxie, France/Germany (52 Mins)

**18:40pm** THERE4S LIFE IN SERRALVES - ENERGY, RTP Information Portugal (20 mins)

**19.05pm** TECHMAN from series Backlight, VPRO, The Netherlands (52 Mins)

CLOSE 19.57pm